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Welcome to Trust at Work, a webinar on how to build, maintain and repair trust in the workplace. My name is Charles Feltman. I am the author of The Thin Book of Trust: An essential primer for building trust at work which this webinar is based on. In this webinar we will cover fundamental principles and a proven framework for building and maintaining strong trust in the workplace. This material is relevant to anyone who works with others, no matter what kind of organization you work in or what position you hold in your company. There are three elements to this course: concepts, information and exercises. Exercises are on slides with a blue background. You will get the greatest value from the course if you do the exercises. They support your learning by giving you a direct experience of the concepts and information presented in the course. You will need a piece of paper and pen or pencil to do the exercises. 



The Value of Trust at Work 

Think about the people you work with. Do you have 
high trust in those people? If so… 

1. What does having that strong trust do for you?  

2. What does it do for your company? 

What is the value of having high trust at work? 
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Trust is the Foundation 
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Success  and  Well Being 
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Trust is the foundation for most of what we want at work: engagement, commitment, accountability, collaboration, innovation, and positive results. In short, trust is a precondition for success and well being. Without trust none of these are sustainable. People stay engaged when they can be honest with each other, argue about ideas (not personality), put their cards on the table, and work through issues together. If they don’t trust each other they will avoid conflict, not share their honest ideas and opinions freely, not be open to hearing what others have to say. Engagement fades. When people stay engaged and work through issues together they can fully commit to decisions they make. Without trust and engagement people will not commit themselves. When there is commitment people hold themselves and each other accountable. Without it no one is willing to be accountable for anything. Trust is also a necessary for collaboration and innovation, where knowledge, ideas and insights are coin of the realm. When people trust each other they share earlier and more widely. If they don’t trust they withhold, causing collaboration and innovation to fail.You may want to reference The Five Dysfunctions of a Team by Patrick Lencioni here if the audience has read it. It is also covered on slide 5.



Five Fundamental Principles for Building Trust at Work 
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There are five fundamental principles for building trust in the workplace. Research and real world experience have shown that when people who work together follow these principles they develop and sustain trust-based relationships that support success and wellbeing. 



Trust Doesn’t Just Happen 

Building and 
maintaining trust 
takes care, cultivation 
and nurturing.  
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Trust doesn’t just happen. It requires care, cultivation and nurturing. Today’s workplaces are minefields of limited time, competing commitments, opposing demands, and miscommunication that can easily lead to unintended breaches of trust. Once distrust takes hold it very quickly deepens and becomes toxic to everyone involved. �The only way to avoid this is to consciously cultivate trust. Even when trust develops easily and quickly between people, it still takes nurturing to maintain it. Part of that care and cultivation is being able to talk about trust at work, including being explicit with each other about the behaviors that build trust and what damage it in your work environment. People in high trust companies tell us that trust is one of their core values, and that they consistently cultivate it. 



Building Trust Is a Two Way Street 

Be Trustworthy 

Trust Wisely 
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The second fundamental principle for building trust at work is that trust is a 2-way street. People need to be trustworthy with each other. People also need to extend trust to each other. If you aren’t seen as trustworthy the seeds of trust will never be planted. If you don’t trust most of the people you work with you will also limit the growth of trust in your company.Let’s take a look at each one of these more closely. 



Two Way Street: Be Trustworthy 

I think I’m a 
trustworthy 

person. 

Can I really 
trust him? 

It’s what the 
other person  

thinks that 
counts. 

Being Trustworthy 
Requires Intention 

and 
Attention 
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If asked, you would almost certainly say that you intend to be trustworthy in your dealings with others. And your intention is a good thing. It says you value trust and being trustworthy. Your intention is the starting place for being a person other people can trust. But just having the intention to be trustworthy isn’t enough. Can you remember a time when you did something that somehow damaged someone’s trust in you, even though that was not at all what you intended? You may not have even realized the other person had lost trust in you for some time. All you might have noticed was that they were behaving differently around you, less open maybe, or a bit defensive. The damaged trust that resulted from what you did wasn’t because you lacked intention to be trustworthy, was it? But now and then we all can do something someone else sees as a betrayal of their trust. Being trustworthy isn’t just about whether or not we have the intention. It’s the other person’s perception of our behavior that counts. So, the more we pay attention to the behaviors that build trust, and avoid the actions that damage it, the less often we will find ourselves unintentionally damaging others’ trust in us. In this webinar we will present a model for building trust that helps people identify and pay attention to those trust building behaviors. 



Two Way Street: Trust Wisely 

Wise trust requires prudence and discernment. 

Wise trust is not all or nothing. 
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Being trustworthy is one half of what it takes to build trust. The other half is extending trust to others. It doesn’t matter if you are a paragon of trustworthiness, unless you trust other people no trust will be built. Yet if you trust recklessly it will inevitably lead to situations in which your own trust is betrayed. The important thing is to trust wisely. Knowing what to look for in another person in order to make a wise decision about trusting them is a crucial skill in work and throughout our lives. Wise trust is not an all or nothing proposition. Rather, it is the ability to decide to trust people and at the same time recognize you may need to attach conditions to trusting them, to trust them in some circumstances and not others, to trust them in some ways and not others. Some people you should not trust at all. Others you can trust in a broad range of circumstances. But even these people may not be trustworthy in certain situations or doing certain things. For example, my wife has said she trusts me unconditionally in most circumstances, but she has learned she should not trust me to accurately estimate how long a house project will take – or how many trips to the hardware store. But here is an important point. That first time, or even the 3rd or 4th time I said I could finish a repair job in  2 hours and it turned out to take me 5 hours, if she had said, “Wow, I trusted this guy when he said he’d be done and ready to go out to dinner in 2 hours and he betrayed that trust. Now I don’t think I can trust him in anything at all” we would have had a short lived relationship. Translating this to the workplace, have you ever written someone off as completely untrustworthy in all ways after they had betrayed your trust in one way? If so, what was the cost of this to you, your team, or your company?Wise trust at work means trusting people in ways experience tells you are a good bet, giving them the benefit of the doubt in areas you have little or no information about but checking to verify your trust is well placed, and not trusting them in areas evidence says you should not. The trust framework we’ll cover in this webinar will help you make better decisions about when, how, and how much to trust. 



Trust Needs a Robust Language 
Sincerity? Honesty? 
Integrity? Reliability? 

Follow-through? 
Competence?  

Care? 
Something else? 

Trust 
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As we said earlier, building and maintaining trust in the workplace requires you to consciously and consistently pay attention to it. Everyone on the team, in the department, throughout the entire organization needs to talk about it regularly, assess how healthy it is, recognize where it is strong, and acknowledge where it is not has high as it could or should be so you can do something about those situations. To do this you need a more robust language than just the words “trust” and “distrust”. You need a way of identifying and talking about the behaviors that build trust and those that damage it. Trying to have a conversation about trust when all you can say is “I trust you” or “I don’t trust you” is not going to get you very far. And if trust is low and all you can do is tell people you don’t trust them it will only make things worse. As we’ve noted, trust is built, strengthened and damaged by how people act. So the language you use to talk about trust has to focus on behavior. It also happens to be the best way to address breaches and betrayals of trust. In this course we will introduce a framework and language that does just this. It helps people break the big, ill-defined concept of trust into more specific, concrete behavior related words. 



We Are Wired for Trust and Distrust 
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Current research in the neuroscience of trust tells us our brains and nervous systems are wired for both trust and distrust. That there are separate neural systems for each. The distrust system is designed to keep us safe from harm. The trust system , on the other hand, is designed to encourage us to rely on and work with others in order to accomplish together we can’t do alone. This research has revealed some interesting things about these two systems that are relevant to building and maintaining trust at work. The distrust system is built into the oldest parts of our brains and nervous systems: the limbic system and brain stem. It is a protective response to perceived threat from the environment around us, and shares some of the same circuitry with the fight/flight/freeze response.  When activated it floods our brains and bodies with neurochemicals designed to prepare us for fight or flight. When the distrust system is activated the result is immediate, visceral and happens below the level of conscious awareness. In fact, we stop thinking and go into a kind of preprogrammed defensive mode mentally and physically toward someone we distrust. The system remains constantly vigilant about that person and is difficult to turn off. The trust system, on the other hand, is located more in the neocortex, or thinking brain, as well as the limbic system. This system, when activated, pumps neurochemicals into our system that make us feel good about the person we trust we want to spend time with them, work with them, and so on. One of the triggers for the distrust system is difference. It starts ramping up for action when it perceives we are confronted with someone different from us. That person doesn’t have to actually do anything we might consider a betrayal of trust to activate our distrust, he or she just has to look, sound, or behave differently than what we consider “the norm”. In today’s often multicultural, multi ethnic, multi-generational workplaces this can pose a serious challenge to building trust. The good news is we can use our thinking brains to overcome this low level distrust and begin to build trust with people who appear different. It does require our brains work, but the effort is well worth it. 



Trust Is In the Mind, Emotions and Body 
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Trust is thoughts that shape our emotions that shape the way our bodies act and react, that in turn shape our thoughts. And so on. Let me put it a little differently. One aspect of trust is a thought you have about another person. “I can trust that guy; I think he is honest” is an example of such a thought. “That guy is dishonest and I can’t trust him” is another example. Each of these thoughts, or assessments, will generate different emotions and your body will react accordingly. Along with that first thought (“honest guy”) you might experience emotions of generosity, happiness, hope, and/or care about him and your ability to work together. Your body will likely feel relaxed and at ease around him. Someone observing you might say you have an open posture when you’re with him. The other thought (“dishonest guy, can’t trust him”) can produce emotions such as fear, anger, resentment, and/or resignation. Someone observing you when you are round him or even thinking about him would probably say your body looked closed or guarded. Your breathing may be shallow and high in your chest. You might get sweaty palms. You would probably be feeling the need to defend yourself. The point is, we may think we make completely conscious and logical decisions where trust is concerned, but in fact much of the decision to trust or not trust someone takes place outside our conscious awareness. It takes intention, care, energy and time to bring more of the process into conscious awareness so we can make more those decisions more rationally than we usually do.Let’s do an exercise that can bring this concept home.



The Full Experience of Trust 

• Bring to mind someone you trust. 
• What do you think about him/her? 
• What emotions/mood do you experience? 
• How does your body react? 

 
• Think of someone you do not trust. 
• What do you think about him/her? 
• What emotions/mood do you experience? 
• How does your body react? 
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Bring to mind someone you trust.What do you think about him/her?What emotions/mood do you experience?How does your body react?Think of someone you do not trust.What do you think about him/her?What emotions/mood do you experience?How does your body react?What did you notice as you went through this exercise? Did anything really stand out for you? Make a note of how you react to each of these two people. 



Defining Trust 

Trust is choosing to risk making 
something you value vulnerable 

to another person’s actions.  
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How would you define trust? Here is a slightly simplified version of a definition used by psychologists, sociologists, economists, and others who study trust. There are three important points I want to note about this definition:The first is that to trust is a choice or decision is based on a risk assessment. Much of this risk assessment takes place outside our conscious awareness; in other words, at the level of our emotions and physiology. Both the conscious and unconscious aspects of this risk assessment are based on what we observe, hear from others, our past experiences, and on what our emotions tell us. The second thing to note about this definition is that we can make that risk assessment process mostly conscious for ourselves and others. By doing so we can begin to see specifically why we trust or distrust particular individuals, and why they may or may not trust us. Understanding this makes it much easier to build and maintain trust, and repair it when needed.Finally, understanding what you are really putting at risk when you trust someone can help you make the best risk decision. Likewise, understanding what others are putting at risk when they decide to trust or not trust you can help you build stronger trust with them. 



Distrust 

The decision to protect what I value 
based on the assessment 
it is not safe with this person. 
 

Excessive distrust is toxic. 
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Distrust is more than just a lack of trust. It is the assessment “what I value is not safe with this person or in this situation.” Once that assessment is made what happens is that you try to protect what you value using largely automatic, unconscious strategies you’ve developed over the years. Those strategies can include: Resisting the distrusted person’s ideas, suggestions, even data that person may haveWithholding information, thoughts, or ideas you haveBlaming the distrusted person for problems, even those if you are honest you would admit you may have causedEngaging in various conflicts with the distrusted personAlternately, avoiding conflict of any kind, including constructive conflict – what Flores and Solomon call “cordial hypocrisy”Avoiding making commitments to that personAvoiding being accountability for your own actions in relation to the other personFocusing on irrelevant issues rather than results When we experience distrust the part of our brain responsible for the fight/flight/freeze response (called the amygdala) begins to “warm up” which results in the release of adrenalin and cortisol into our nervous system. We begin to see the distrusted person as a threat and use automatic, unconscious strategies that are either hard-wired into our brains or that we’ve developed over our lifetimes to deal with the threat. Inevitably, the strategies we use to protect what we value make us appear less trustworthy to others.  



Four Assessments of Trust 
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One key point in this webinar is that in order to build and maintain trust in the workplace – or anyplace, for that matter – is that trust is a two-way street. We need to be assessed as trustworthy by the people around us based on our words and actions, and we need to be able to trust others wisely, knowing we are dealing with fallible human beings who will not always live up to our standards for trustworthiness, even though they have the intention to. Being trustworthy and trusting wisely are both much easier when you have a clear, simple framework and language for trust that allow you to identify the behaviors that build it and those damage it. The framework I’ve written about in The Thin Book of Trust and will talk about here takes the abstract concept of trust and breaks it down into four distinct elements that can be directly connected to concrete behavior. Each element is based on a different assessment related to trust. Just a quick word on assessments. Assessment is another word for belief, judgment, or opinion. As we’ve said, trust is the decision to make something I value vulnerable to another person’s actions. This decision is based on a risk assessment. But assessments are not facts. If I say, “I don’t trust Ann. I think she is a liar.” I am expressing an assessment about Ann. Ann may have lied about something once, or 100 times. If I know for sure that she lied in the past, that is a fact that supports the validity of my assessment. But my assessment “she is a liar” is not a fact about Ann. It’s a prediction about her future behavior based on what I know about her past behavior. With that in mind, let’s look at the four distinct ways we all assess other peoples’ trustworthiness, and the way they assess ours. 



Sincerity 

“You mean what you say, say what you mean, and you act 
accordingly. You are honest and act with integrity.”  

 
 
 
 
 

Are your mouth and your feet pointing in the same direction?  
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One of the four assessments is sincerity. This is an assessment that you speak honestly, you do not hide anything important, and your words and actions are aligned. Another way of talking about sincerity is to say that you are honest and act with integrity. People also sometimes consider it part of sincerity that when you give your opinion you’ve thought it through, done your research, and can back it up with facts.We assess we can trust other peoples’ sincerity based on what we know about how they have behaved in the past, what other people say about them, and if we can see or hear them, on the non-verbal information we take in as they speak. When people believe you aren’t sincere everything you say becomes suspect and your effectiveness at work is severely diminished. If you want to be assessed as trustworthy in the area of sincerity you can start by being honest with yourself. To be sincere requires paying attention to what you say and do, being vigilant about not shading the truth, exaggerating, or leaving out important information. It also means recognizing when, in the midst of all the busyness, competing commitments and opposing demands of work, you need to catch yourself before you say something you don’t really mean, or say something to one person and something different to another.Trusting wisely  in the area of sincerity means noticing if the person you are deciding to trust often does any of the things I just mentioned: lies or shades the truth, exaggerates, leaves out important information, says one thing to one person and something different to another. Also, recognize any discrepancies between words and body language. There are some common and avoidable “enemies of sincerity”, mistakes people make that can lead others to assess they are not sincere. Knowing which enemies of sincerity you tend to fall prey to will help you avoid them. In The Thin Book of Trust you can find examples of common enemies of sincerity. 



Reliability 

“You deliver on commitments you make.  
You keep your promises.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 

How strong is you commitment to your commitments? 
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Reliability is an assessment that you keep the specific commitments – or promises – you make. To be assessed as reliable requires managing your commitments well so that you can follow through on all of them.When you say “yes” to someone’s request you are making a commitment, a promise. The person you commit to expects you will be doing exactly what he/she has in mind when they ask you. This means it is critical that you understand exactly what that person has in mind – what they want you to do, how they expect you to do it, when they want it completed by – before you agree to doing it. To be assessed as reliable also means if you have made a commitment and you realize you cannot keep it, you have to go back to the person you made it to and let them know this as soon as possible. Successfully managing commitments is much easier when you and others you work with make direct, complete requests of each other, and respond in a way that sets up a clear commitment. A format for requests and responses that lead to clear commitments is covered in a separate webinar entitled “Managing Commitments for Leadership Success”. Being trustworthy in this domain means only making commitments you believe you can keep, keeping them to the best of your ability, and letting the person you’ve made a commitment to know if you are not going to be able to keep it. Trusting wisely means helping the others determine their ability to complete commitments they make to you before they make them. 



Competence 

“You have the capacity, skills, knowledge, and 
resources to do the job.” 

 
 
 
 
 

How do you know you have the right stuff?  
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Competence is the assessment that you have the capacity, skills, knowledge, and resources to do the job, whatever it is, successfully. Being assessed as competent means you meet the standard of competence held by the person making the assessment. In other words, if you agree to do something but fail to deliver to the standards that other person holds for that task, job, or function, that person may assess they can’t trust your competence. Competence is considered by many in our Western business culture to be a basic source of trust. Someone who demonstrates competence in one skill or skill set is often assumed to be competent in others without having to first prove themselves. We also tend to automatically considered someone whose competence we trust to be sincere and reliable, as well. Being trustworthy in this area means demonstrating competence in the skill, task, job, etc., based on whatever standard is being used. Given this, it is critical that you understand what that standard is. Being trustworthy also means acknowledging when you realize you are not sufficiently competent in a particular domain of work, skill, or skill set and asking for help if that is appropriate. Trusting wisely means being clear about the job, task, skill, or skill set for which you are assessing someone’s competence. Someone who is a highly competent in a technical skill, for example, may not be competent at managing people and may need coaching, training and/or mentoring until they develop sufficient competence. Trusting wisely  also means checking with the other person to determine if they hold the same standards as you do. Also verifying the other person’s skill or expertise.One final point: we are not always aware of our own standards for judging competence. When there is a question about competence the first you should do is to come to agreement about the skill or skill set you are assessing and what standards you are using. 



Care 

“You have my interests ― or our common 
interests ― in mind as well as your own when 

you make decisions and take action.” 
 
 
 
 
 

Can you see more than your own reflection? 
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Care is the assessment that you have my interests – or our mutual interests – in mind when you make decisions and take action. In the work setting it is very important to most people that they believe their immediate supervisor and other senior managers in the company have their interests in mind. In a team, Care can simply be an assessment that everyone has the team’s interests in mind as well as their own. When people assess you have their interests in mind as well as your own it gives you freedom to make decisions and take actions on your own and still maintain trust. The assessment of care is a precondition for positive engagement with and strong commitment to an individual leader, a team, and/or an entire organization. Demonstrating trustworthiness in the are of Care means listening to, identifying and acknowledging others interests and concerns. It may also mean identifying common values, concerns, and goals; and acknowledging differences while maintaining open communication. Demonstrating Care does not mean always agreeing with others. It does mean seeking alignment around shared values, concerns, and goals.  Trusting wisely in the area of Care means gently asking hard questions and probing to find the areas of common concern. It means observing others to determine if they act in support of your interests, or at least your common interests, as well as their own, or if they act primarily in service to their own interest. 



Assessments of Trust 
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In each of these areas we assess other peoples’ trustworthiness based on their words and actions, and they assess ours. Being trustworthy and trusting wisely in each of these four areas means knowing and practicing behaviors that build trust and avoiding behaviors that damage it. Breaking the abstract concept of trust into these four different assessments makes it much easier to do this. Another value in recognizing these four different assessments of trust is that it makes it easier to see when we assessing someone as untrustworthy in all ways when, in fact, they have only behaved in a way that makes us question their trustworthiness in one way. For example, with these four distinctions I can more easily recognize that someone who is consistently late delivering on commitments (a negative assessment in the area of Reliability) may still be someone I can trust as competent, sincere, and a person who has our common concerns in mind. 



Trust Assessments and Action 

Identify a relationship in which you would like to have 
stronger trust.  

Using the Four Assessments of Trust… 
 

1. Identify 1 thing you can start doing to build trust 
2. Identify 1 thing you can stop doing to build trust 
3. Identify 1 thing you can ask the other person to do 
4. Identify 1 thing you can ask the other person to stop doing 
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What actions do you take that build trust in your Sincerity, Reliability, Competence, and Care? Are there new actions you want to add to your trust building repertoire? What actions do you sometimes take that might damage trust in each of the four domains? 



Confronting Distrust 

Six things to do before a conversation 
1. Decide if you are willing 
2. Identify the specific assessment(s) 
3. Define your standard 
4. Identify specific actions/behaviors 
5. Determine what you need 
6. Ask the person for a conversation 
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When someone breaches or betrays your trust you have a choice. You can have a conversation with that person aimed at repairing the relationship so you can continue to work with him/her. Or you can maintain distrust of that individual. Each choice has it’s consequences. If you choose to try repairing the relationship the process outlined here to prepare for and initiate the conversation has proven to give you the best chance of success. When it works this is always to best option for all parties concerned: you, the person who breached or betrayed your trust, and everyone else affected by the break in your relationship. It doesn’t always work right away, and sometimes it doesn’t work at all. And still, it is usually valuable to try. If you choose to maintain your distrust of the person you have a good chance of preventing him/her from breaching or betraying your trust in the future. And you, the other person, and possibly others affected by the break in your relationship will suffer to some degree. This slide lists six things you can do before initiating a conversation with someone to try to repair your trust relationship. TBT: 45-48



Confronting Distrust 

Five Steps to Starting the Conversation 
1. Express your desire to fully trust 
2. Describe specific behaviors/actions 
3. Ask how they see it 
4. Describe what they can do 
5. Ask if they are willing to do what you’ve 

asked 
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If you work through the six things on the previous slide and decide to try having a conversation with someone who has breached or betrayed your trust, taking these five steps will help ensure that you have the most productive conversation possible. TBT: 48-56



When You’ve Damaged Trust 

When you have done something to damage another’s 
trust in you… 

• Acknowledge the behavior/action you have done 
• Acknowledge the damage it has done from their 

perspective 
• Apologize for the damage they have experienced 
• Let them know you intend to do what you can not to 

repeat the behavior/action (if possible) 
Do not try to justify or excuse your behavior/action. 

Keep it simple. 
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Even when you consistently behave in ways that build and maintain trust there may be times when you do something, or something happens, that results in someone losing trust in you. From their perspective your action breached or even betrayed their trust. This is not a time to sit back and wait for time to heal all wounds. Instead, take the opportunity to initiate a conversation with the person who’s trust has been damaged or broken. Including these elements in your conversation will give you the best chance of repairing the damage and restoring your relationship with that person. TBT: 57-59



Walter Anderson Quote 

“We’re never so vulnerable than when we  
trust someone – but  

paradoxically,  
if we cannot trust,  

neither can we find love or joy.” 
- Walter Anderson 
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To trust someone is to risk being vulnerable. To be vulnerable to another human being can be both frightening, because that person can harm you, and joyous because you can be open and unguarded; you can be yourself. Love and friendship can only happen when there is trust. The stronger the trust, the deeper the love or friendship. When people work together have strong trust between them there is ease, openness, lightness, and a willingness to create, innovate and play. The result is good for the people, good for the company they work for, and good for the company’s stakeholders. 



Additional Resources on Trust 
If you have questions about the material presented in this webinar please contact  
Charles Feltman 
Email cfeltman@insightcoaching.com  
Call 805-784-9570 
 
To purchase The Thin Book of Trust 
www.thinbook.com/pages/books/trust_book.htm 
www.amazon.com  
www.Itunes.apple.com  
www.search.barnesandnoble.com  
 
To download a free bibliography of resources on trust  
www.insightcoaching.com/insights-other.htm 
 
To discuss further support for building trust at your company 
Email cfeltman@insightcoaching.com  
Call 805-784-9570 
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